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Objective:
- Extend the Java Pathfinder model checking system to verify that the wireless network simulator used in Brad Richards's networking class correctly handles all possible interactions between simulated clients.

Methods
- Developed a novel framework for modeling realistic UDP transmissions (simulated packet loss and out-of-order transmissions). This extends the work of UCSB's Netstub.
- Adopted the protocol developed in Artho and Garoche to wrap sender and receiver client processes as threads.
- Framework utilizes the transformations developed in Stoller and Liu for simplifying distributed program models: 1) replacing remote method invocations with local methods and 2) centralizing processes as threads.

Results
- Developed a library for modeling UDP networks with Java Pathfinder.
- Extended Brad Richards's RF network simulator for model checking.
- Verification of the simulator succeeded (no deadlocks or errors) for 1-4 clients.
- The model of the RF simulator is verified correct.

Summary
- Developed a novel framework for model checking UDP networks.
- Model checked RF networking simulator with Java Pathfinder.
- Verified model of networking simulator.
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